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take off their tunics. It is a splendid show, and—
the horses are to be congratulated !
Then thrill two ! If the Royal Air Force is as
good in the air as it is on the parade ground there
is nothing to fear next time. These boys, who still
look eighteen years old, march and handle their
rifles with a precision which is positively beautiful.
I will go year after year to see them present arms
and to hear that unanimous ring of hands on
magazines and see that simultaneous puff of pipe-
clay. Marvellous ! We who remember how diffi-
cult it once was to order arms without being spotted
can only sit and gloat over it and wonder a little
sadly how much pain and language has gone to
the making of it.
They are so good that you follow them, almost
hoping to catch some poor criminal out of step !
But you never do !
Suddenly the gates at one end of the arena are
flung open and in ride four gold trumpeters of the
Life Guards, led by the fat, piebald drum horse.
Listen to the sound of cavalry drums and to the
silver fanfare ! Behind jingles the musical ride of
the ist and 2nd Life Guards. Pennants fluttering
from lances, their white plumes waving, their breast-
plates gleaming, they come in, wheel round into
line, part, trot round the arena, meet in half sections,
meet in sections of four, visit as in lancers, waltz,
while the band plays dance music and the big black
chargers that follow the King through the streets
of London behave like perfect ladies. The usual
prima donna that develops a touch of prancing
temperament only makes it all more perfect. Is
there a finer sight than a Lifeguardsman sitting a
restive charger? Then in a breathless hush they

